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Merger & Acquisition Authority and Venture Consultant Mark L. Feldman
Joins PredictWallStreet™ Advisory Team

Mark L. Feldman, a former M&A practice leader at PricewaterhouseCoopers and a software
technology executive in multiple Silicon Valley companies, brings deep business expertise to
PredictWallStreet’s Global Online Stock Prediction Community

Capitola, California (PRWEB) October 09, 2013 -- Today PredictWallStreet announced that Dr. Mark L.
Feldman has joined the PredictWallStreet™ advisory team as a senior adviser. Aggregate predictions from
PredictWallStreet’s online community of thousands of traders and investors are processed through proprietary
collective intelligence algorithms to produce daily forecasts of stock and index movements.

Formerly a global practice leader for PricewaterhouseCoopers’ M&A consultancy, as well as a senior executive
at SAP Labs and other technology companies, Dr. Feldman is presently, the CEO of Destiny Bay Wine Imports
and managing director of the Five Frogs venture consultancy. His best-selling book on accelerating mergers and
business transitions, "Five Frogs on a Log," is a business favorite in five languages. He brings an established
track record in rapidly executing strategic alternatives.

When asked why he was drawn to PredictWallStreet, Dr. Feldman explained that, “PredictWallStreet is the first
and longest tenured social media company to substantially demonstrate the uncanny predictive capabilities of
collective intelligence when reinforced by tested and proven algorithms. Significant financial benefits are
accruing to brokerages that simply offer the basic service to their clients.”

“We’re very delighted that Dr. Feldman has chosen to join the PredictWallStreet advisory team and add his
authority to our expanding cadre of experts,” said Craig Kaplan, Ph.D., Founder and CEO of PredictWallStreet.
He adds that “Dr. Feldman’s expertise in accelerating transitions and working with entrepreneurial ventures
will contribute significantly to PredictWallStreet’s ability to scale globally.”

Kaplan noted that “PredictWallStreet’s corporate board is actively recruiting other authorities with the stature
of Dr. Feldman for the advisory team,” He adds that, “The involvement of respected and reputable advisers will
advance and accelerate our global growth strategy. Over the next few weeks there will be more announcements
of public figures accepting advisory roles.”

About Mark L. Feldman, Ph.D.
Dr. Feldman is the CEO of Destiny Bay Wine Imports and managing director of Five Frogs venture
consultancy. Formerly CEO of Space-Time Insight, specializing in real-time geospatial analytics, he was also a
founding partner of Startup Farms Inc., a software incubator, and AlertEnterprise, specializing in real-time IT
and physical security. Prior to that he was Senior Vice President of Strategy at Virsa Systems, a Senior Vice
President at SAP Labs, a partner and global practice leader for merger and acquisition consulting at
PricewaterhouseCoopers and president of the Rubicon Group, specializing in transactions and trade between
US and Asian companies. He has worked with such diverse global corporations as Adobe Systems, Microsoft,
Barclays Global Investors, DaimlerChrysler, Pearson plc, Alcoa, JDS Uniphase, Global Crossing, McDonnell-
Douglas Information Systems and Goodyear. Dr. Feldman is a frequently quoted speaker who has addressed
audiences throughout the world on industry transforming events. His best-selling book on accelerating mergers
and business transitions, "Five Frogs on a Log," has sold over 65,000 copies.
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About PredictWallStreet
PredictWallStreet is the leading global online stock prediction community. Its daily stock and index forecasts
derived from processing thousands of investor predictions through patented algorithms produce valuable
trading signals. Founded in 2005, PredictWallStreet has processed millions of investor predictions making it a
reliable source of investor sentiment and daily trading insights.
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Contact Information
Michelle Samis
PredictWallStreet
http://www.predictwallstreet.com
+1 (831) 464-0308

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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